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ABSTRACT
Blind and visually-impaired (BVI) users often rely on alt-texts to un-
derstand images. AI-generated alt-texts can be scalable and efficient
but may lack details and are prone to errors. Multi-layered touch
interfaces, on the other hand, can provide rich details and spatial
information, but may take longer to explore and cause higher men-
tal load. To understand how BVI users leverage these two methods,
we deployed ImageExplorer, an iOS app on the Apple App Store
that provides multi-layered image information via both text-based
and touch-based interfaces with customizable levels of granularity.
Across 12 months, 371 users uploaded 651 images and explored 694
times. Their activities were logged to help us understand how BVI
users consume image captions in the wild. This work informs a
holistic understanding of BVI users’ image exploration behavior
and influential factors. We provide design implications for future
models of image captioning and visual access tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Individuals who are blind or visually impaired (BVI) heavily rely
on alt-texts to access visual content in images.1 Creating these alt-
texts demands substantial effort and time, resulting in most online
images lacking accessible alt-texts [8] (e.g., over 60% images on
websites lack them). In response, various tools and methods have
been developed to make image captions more available, includ-
ing crowdsourcing [7], web crawling [16], AI-driven techniques
[22, 23, 37], and human-AI hybrid approaches [13]. Despite these
advancements in promoting the caption authoring process, there
is still little known about the consumption of image captions by
BVI people, who have their own unique needs and goals on image
captions [33].

The primary approaches to consuming image captions include
text-based and touch-based exploration. Text-based exploration
presents information sequentially in a list, which is generic and fa-
miliar for BVI users to use a screen reader to navigate them (Figure
1b). Touch-based exploration, on the other hand, conveys richer
information spatially (e.g., relative positions, objects’ sizes, details)
to BVI users and enables them to perform touch gestures on the
touchscreen (Figure 1c); while it leads to a higher cognitive load
and a lengthier exploration time, and may cause users to overlook
certain objects in an image [25, 29]. However, these insights were
obtained through lab-controlled studies [25, 29]. Such settings may
not fully capture the complexities and natural user interactions
encountered in everyday life. There exists a knowledge gap in how
BVI users interact with and weigh against the two methods when
both are presented to users simultaneously in the wild.

In response, we deployed ImageExplorer, a free, publicly avail-
able iOS app on the Apple App Store built based on state-of-the-art
approaches from Lee et al. [25] (https://imageexplorer.org/). Unlike
iOS’s built-in functionality for image description [4] and Seeing
AI [28], which only provides object information for touch-based
exploration in a single layer, ImageExplorer [25] enables multi-
layer progressive information for touch-based exploration. We also
added a text-based exploration interface to ImageExplorer, which
allowed us to examine how end users access information via the
two methods. In this paper, we aim to use the data we collected
via the app deployment to answer the research question: How do
BVI users consume image captions of different modalities in

1We use captions, alt-texts, and descriptions interchangeably in this paper.
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Figure 1: ImageExplorer User Interface. (a) The user can choose images from different sources, including example images we
provide, their photo gallery, or take a new photo. After selecting an image, the app will automatically direct to (b) a text-based
interface with summaries and expandable lists of detailed information, including their position on the image and object details.
The user can click the “Explore” button to enter the touch-based interface, where (c) the user can perform touch gestures on
the touchscreen to explore the image content with corresponding audio feedback.

the wild?We aim to understand the nuances of user interaction
with these modalities in uncontrolled environments, addressing
overlooked aspects in lab settings including multi-modal informa-
tion consumption and the real-life challenges BVI users face. More
specifically, we investigate:

(1) What are the primary categories of images users explored
with different modalities?

(2) How do users use touch-based exploration?
(3) Why some users retain app usage while others do not?

Our research was approved by our institution’s IRB. FromMarch
1st, 2023 to February 10th, 2024, we collected 651 images, 487 of
which were from 97 users who opted-in to our IRB-approved study
and provided their accessibility settings. We analyzed the 487 opt-in
images, and their corresponding 507 explorations (as one image
can be explored multiple times). We found that BVI people were
most interested in accessing images featuring persons and objects.
They were more likely to use touch-based explorations for images
featuring people, document and setting, while accessing images
with objects via text-based exploration.

Furthermore, the number of primary targets in an image also
related to the users’ preference for text-based and touch-based
exploration. We found that users were more likely to use touch
exploration when there is more than one primary target in the
image. Moreover, during touch exploration, users tended to start
around the center area (Figure 8), moved their fingers over the
images, and slowed down their movement when touching an object.
Also, when they encountered inaccurate captions, users could notice

the inaccuracies and retake another better photo. Lastly, we found
that the accuracy of captions and the number of objects users could
discover in touch-based exploration influenced user retention.

In summary, we studied how BVI users used text-based and
touch-based methods to access images in the wild, and identified
their preferences and strategies in the two modes. We further dis-
cuss our lessons learned and provide implications for future re-
search on designing accessible image captions and explorations.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work on deploying ImageExplorer builds upon image accessi-
bility, tools to improve image captions availability, and prior studies
on system deployment for BVI people.

2.1 Image Accessibility Issues
BVI people need captions for images from public content, such as
the web. The importance of providing descriptions for images to
ensure web accessibility has been emphasized by the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines [10]. However, a significant portion of im-
ages on prominent websites still lacks descriptions, rendering them
inaccessible to BVI users [8, 31]. The emergence and dominance of
social media platforms, teeming with user-generated content, fur-
ther exacerbate this issue. A mere 0.1% of over a million tweets with
images were accompanied by captions, with users either forgetting
or not knowing what to include in these captions [12]. Additionally,
there are also needs from BVI people to understand image content
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generated by themselves, like photos taken by BVI people [6]. Cap-
turing well-framed photos is challenging for BVI people because
they cannot get visual feedback of photos they took. Prior work also
explored how to provide the user with sound, vibration or other
feedback to help BVI people get feedback when they are taking
photos [2, 5, 20, 21, 34–36]. The issue of such two sources of images
accessibility issues have thereby motivated researchers to develop
efficient tools and methods to make images more accessible.

2.2 AI-powered Tools to Improve Image Caption
Availability

Given the evident gaps in authoring image descriptions, several
methodologies have been proposed, which range from human-
based crowdsourcing [7], machine-based web crawling [16], AI-
driven techniques [22, 23, 37], or human-AI hybrid approaches [13].
Recent new, more powerful AI models make it possible for sev-
eral platforms to capitalize on these advancements. For instance,
Facebook’s Automatic Alt Text system [3], Google Chrome’s image
description functionality [15], and Seeing AI [28] all offer compre-
hensive image descriptions using computer vision models. After
the release of GPT-4V [30], BeMyEyes released a new feature, Be-
MyAI, which lets users chat with an AI assistant to get detailed
descriptions on images [11]. Although the development of tools to
assist in image caption creation is an active area within the BVI
community, the understanding of how BVI individuals can more
effectively utilize these captions — considering their diverse needs
in real-world scenarios — remains under-explored. In our work,
we thus investigate how BVI users consume image captions in the
wild.

2.3 Text-based and Touch-based Image
Exploration

Beyond text-based exploration, Seeing AI [28] enables BVI users
to explore objects and their captions by touch. In contrast to See-
ing AI [28], which only has one layer of information, Lee et al.
[25] provides hierarchically layered captions on objects that entail
progressive details and spatial information; its rich information
also helps users better identify wrong captions generated by AI,
a challenge identified in [27]. However, with touch-based explo-
ration, users might encounter difficulties in locating all the detected
objects within an image, and accessing all information can be more
time-consuming than a text-based counterpart. To improve the
touch-based experience, ImageAssist [29] introduces a combina-
tion of tools, such as a menu, beacon, and hint tool, to offer an
image overview and facilitate the identification of key image ar-
eas. Considering these works, we built our own ImageExplorer
system by integrating a text-based summary and touch-based func-
tions with hints and customizable settings, both of which provide
general image captions and layered object details. With the deploy-
ment of ImageExplorer on the Apple App Store, we are interested
in understanding how users perceive text-based and touch-based
exploration in the wild.

2.4 Deployment Studies with BVI People
Several systems for BVI users have shifted from research to de-
ployed applications, which can provide valuable large-scale real-
world data to help people understand BVI people’s needs. The
deployment study of VizWiz [9], for instance, reported features of
questions asked by BVI users and subjects they are interested in
images, which later helped researchers better understand BVI users’
needs for image accessibility [17, 18]. Microsoft’s Soundscape [1],
on the other hand, leverages 3D audio technology to foster richer
environmental awareness and navigation, and its deployment data
[26] contributes to a more holistic understanding of important fea-
tures associated with user retention and app usage. Gonzalez et
al. conducted a two-week diary study with 16 BVI participants
to study how they use an AI-powered scene description applica-
tion [14]. Our present study focuses on a large-scale deployment
to understand user interaction patterns with both text-based and
touch-based image exploration, using realistic logs in the wild.

3 DEPLOYING IMAGEEXPLORER
ImageExplorer provides BVI users with text-based descriptions (Fig-
ure 1b) and multi-layer touch interfaces (Figure 1c) to help them
understand image content. The method we used to generate layers
for touch exploration is based on the state-of-the-art approach by
Lee et al. [25]. We deployed our ImageExplorer’s back-end server
to the Google Cloud Platform and communicated all the data us-
ing Firebase. We support more functions and improve usability
in our deployed version as follows. A demo video is available at
https://youtu.be/fQ-QPNvGAT4.

Once the user uploads an image (Figure 1a), the server processes
the image through a series of AI models and structures all infor-
mation into a multi-layer tree, which takes about 10-15 seconds
(Figure 2). ImageExplorer then organizes the information tree into a
text-based summary page (Figure 1b) and a touch-based multi-layer
interface (Figure 1c). The text-based interface is similar to Face-
book’s Automatic Alt Text system [3], which contains a caption,
tags related to the image, and count of each detected objects. To
also increase spatial awareness of text-based exploration, we offer
location details (e.g., middle left, top left) on the text summary page,
where the location information is stored in an expandable list with
captions of object details in a hierarchical manner.

Entering the touch-based interface, ImageExplorer announces
the total number of objects, the image orientation, and first-layer
elements. When users move their fingers on the image and do
not touch any objects, background music plays; when an object is
touched, its name will be read out (e.g., person, bench); and if the
touched object contains sub-objects or details, audio feedback will
prompt the user “double tap to explore” at the end of the caption. In
the subsequent layers, the system displays corresponding elements,
and users can go back to the previous layer by double-tapping
anywhere else on the screen. Users can also toggle the button of
text recognition mode to recognize text in the image.

Additionally, ImageExplorer has a History page (Figure 3a) for
users to access all of their previously uploaded images; and a Settings
page (Figure 3b) for users to customize specific information they
prefer (e.g., clothes, pose, and pet), and the granularity of the results,

https://youtu.be/fQ-QPNvGAT4
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Figure 2: ImageExplorer System Diagram. The app sends images to the backend. The backend will process the image through a
series of models and return a hierarchical information tree of the image. Firebase is used to store all relevant data.

such as the number of layers of object details, or the accuracy
threshold of models. The system is bilingual in English and Chinese.

4 METHODS
We collected real-world usage data from our ImageExplorer app, and
performed both quantitative and qualitative analysis to understand
BVI users’ consumption of different modalities of image captions.

Figure 3: ImageExplorer History (a) and Settings page (b). The
History page displays all previous explorations, and users
can adjust their preference for different types of information
in the Settings page.

4.1 Data Collection
Upon installing the app, users were prompted to read how we
will collect and use their data and be asked whether to opt into
our research with informed consent provided. User account data
associated with personal information were stored separately from
research data. All other data was tagged with anonymous IDs. The
data we collected for our study falls into five categories:

(1) Accessibility settings: We set a survey in the app to col-
lect users’ accessibility settings. Options include VoiceOver,
Magnifier, Spoken Content, Dictation, Text Size, Others, and
None.

(2) Customization settings: This includes language settings,
information needs (e.g., poses, cloths, pet breed), and granu-
larity of the results, such as the accuracy threshold of models
and the number of layers.

(3) App activity logs: This captures actions including sign-in,
image uploading, and other activities on navigating functions
such as buttons pressed, mode switching, etc.

(4) Text-based activity logs: Textual items that users look into
in the text summary page.

(5) Touch-based activity logs: Touch data, including the ex-
ploration trajectory, gestures (e.g., single, double tap), and
layers that users delve into.

From March 1, 2023, to Feb 10, 2024, ImageExplorer had a total
of 371 users, among whom 231 users uploaded and explored 651
images (Figure 4). Among the 231 users, 188 opted in to our IRB-
approved study and contributed 566 out of 651 images for our
analysis. Among the collection of 566 IRB-opt-in images and 6
example images we provided, users revisited and explored 725
times in total. In terms of accessibility settings, we collected 97
valid responses, as this survey is optional. Among the responses,
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Figure 4: The growth of new explorations from March 2023
to February 2024.

77 users selected VoiceOver, Spoken Content, or Dictation (which
could indicate fully blind), 19 users users chose Magnifier or Text
Size (which could indicate low vision), and 1 user selected Other.
Those 97 users generated 507 explorations on 487 self-uploaded
images and 91 explorations on 6 example images provided by the
app. Therefore, the deployment data reported is based on the 507
explorations from the 97 users.

Additionally, during the deployment, we sent out optional sur-
veys to users to ask about their experiences and suggestions on the
app and received 4 responses. Our survey collected information
about the user’s usage context and strategies when using ImageEx-
plorer, including questions about photo sources, motivation to use
the app, strategies when using the two modalities, and etc. Since
the survey was optional and we only received 4 responses, we only
use this data to supplement our log data.

4.2 Data Analysis: Grouping Based on
Exploration Modalities

To understand how users consume different modalities of image
captions, we categorized 487 user-uploaded images into Touch-
Explored and Text-Explored groups. Among the 507 explorations
logged, users either explored images through text mode only or
with both text and touch mode. These results stem from the app’s in-
herent design: the app automatically directs to the text-based page
after processing the uploaded image. Consequently, a user cannot
engage solely in touch exploration without first encountering the
text summary. A user can either only use text in one exploration,
or use both text and touch in one exploration. Therefore, we cate-
gorized images into two types based on the exploration modalities
they have been used with:

(1) Text-Explored images: images which are only explored
with text exploration (N=274).

(2) Touch-Explored images: images which are explored with
touch exploration (N=233).

4.3 Data Analysis: Grouping based on Image
Content

We categorized images based on their primary categories to un-
derstand image content from our users, to learn whether it in-
fluenced users’ consumption of different modalities. We used the
same classification schema presented by VizWiz [9] and addition-
ally added Document to describe screenshots or photos of text-rich
documents and posters. The resulted labels are Primary Object
Labels: Object, Setting, Person, Animal, Document, Error, and
Unclear. Error refers to images with blurry content or are too
dark to be read, and Unclear refers to images with good quality,
but is hard to find primary subjects.

Additionally, we investigated how these images were captured
regarding clarity and focus.We classified images using the following
Target Number Labels:

(1) Single-Target: featuring one clearly visible object as the focal
point;

(2) Multi-Target: containing several visible objects, making it
challenging to discern a primary focus; and

(3) No-Target: either too blurry or overcrowded, so no particular
object stands out as the primary target.

These three categories stemmed from the process where two re-
searchers randomly picked 42 images (10%) and separately labeled
them, compared their labels to resolve conflicts and achieved a
consensus on the rubric for categorization. The two researchers
then labeled another 42 images based on the rubric and achieved
Krippendorff’s Alpha-Reliability [24] of 𝛼 = 0.96. After that, each
of the two researchers labeled half of the remaining images.

4.4 Data Analysis: Accuracy of Machine
Generated Captions

Lee et al. examined touch interface’s ability to encourage users’
skepticism on wrong captions, and showed that touch interfaces
can work better in this scenario [25]. We wanted to see whether this
finding is consistent in our deployment study. Besides the activity
log data, we manually examined the machine-generated labels of
the images to assess their accuracy. In this context, an “inaccurate”
label denotes false positive captions (when a label refers to some-
thing not present in the image). For example, in one image, a man is
holding his hand in a fist, but the caption says he is holding a knife.
It is worth noting that our accuracy analysis did not encompass in-
stances where the machine omitted any objects, so we ignored false
negative captions. Some captions included attributes to objects, like
“blue clothing.” We did not take the correctness of attributes “blue”
into account as long as “clothing” is a right caption. To further delin-
eate the nature of these inaccuracies, we categorized them as either
“first-layer inaccuracies” (where the label inaccuracy occurs in the
first layer) or “sub-layer inaccuracies” (where the label inaccuracy
is located in a sub-layer).

5 RESULTS
In order to answer the research question, how do BVI users con-
sume image captions of different modalities in the wild, we
break it done into three sub-questions: what are the primary cat-
egories of images users explored with different modalities; how
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do users use touch-based exploration; and why some users retain
app usage while others do not. We analyzed the usage log data
on the 487 user-uploaded images from our app, and presented the
answers to those three questions in this section. We present all re-
sults in terms of percentages, and acknowledge these results should
be interpreted with caution without statistical tests to determine
significance.

5.1 What are the primary categories of images
users explored with different modalities?

To investigate this question, we analyzed the association between
images’ exploration modalities (either Touch- or Text-Explored) and
their primary categories of content (Table 1).

5.1.1 Distribution of Primary Object Labels. In the 487 images (ex-
cluding app’s 6 example images), for Primary Object Labels, most
of the explorations (27.7%) are Person images, 24.5% for Object,
14.6% for Setting, 13.4% for Document, 12.6% for Unclear, 3.4% for
Animal, and 2.4% for Error (Figure 5).

We observed user preference patterns for image exploration
modalities based on Primary Object Labels. Specifically, 51.0%
Person is Touch-Explored and 49.0% is Text-Explored. Conversely,
44.4% of Object is Touch-Explored while 55.6% is Text-Explored.
Setting has 51.4% in Touch-Explored and 48.6% in Text-Explored.
Regarding Document, 58.0% is Touch-Explored and 42.0% is Text-
Explored.

The larger ratio in Touch-Explored group might suggest that
users tended to use a touch-based method to explore images related
to Person, Document and Setting, while this was the opposite for
Object. As for Setting images, a plausible explanation for this is
their intrinsic complexity which encompasses numerous objects,
such as an array of furniture in a room. None of the Setting images
were Single-Target. Users needed to grasp the interrelations be-
tween those objects, especially their spatial layout, and touch-based
exploration can be a more helpful modality in such cases.

5.1.2 Distribution of Target Number Labels. For Target Number
Labels, 57.0% of Single-Target is Text-Explored, while 43.0% is
Touch-Explored images. 47.6% of Multi-Target is Text-Explored,
while 52.4% is Touch-Explored. 54.6% of No-Target is Text-Explored,
while 45.4% is Touch-Explored.

Category (Frequency %) Text (%) Touch (%)
Person (27.7%) 49.0% 51.0%
Object (24.5%) 55.6% 44.4%
Setting (14.6%) 48.6% 51.4%
Document (13.4%) 42.6% 57.4%
Unclear (12.6%) 70.3% 29.7%
Animal (3.4%) 76.5% 23.5%
Error (2.4%) 66.7% 33.3%
Single target (40.8%) 57.0% 43.0%
Multi target (38.3%) 47.6% 52.4%
No target (20.6%) 54.6% 45.4%

Table 1: Percentage distribution of text and touch modes,
ordered by category frequency.

Single-target images have a focused subject, and from our ob-
servation, textual descriptions can already efficiently convey the
necessary information about the subject. In contrast, in images
with multiple targets, besides the details of each object, the spatial
dynamics and relative positions of these objects also become crucial
for comprehensive understanding. Touch-based exploration can
satisfy this need, allowing users to discover the spatial relation-
ships between different targets. Thus, in multi-target scenarios,
touch provides a richer, more nuanced understanding, making it
the preferred modality.

5.2 How do users use touch-based exploration?
Next, we used the app activity logs defined in section 4.1 for this
analysis, and break it down into the following.

5.2.1 Users’ Finger Moving Pattern. Figure 6 shows the amount
of time users spent on touch explorations, and 86.7% users spent
less than 150 seconds exploring an image. Specifically, we found
that users tended to slow down and linger over specific areas when
they received audio feedback. If the object did not receive the user’s
interest, subsequent passes over the same area were marked by a
swifter finger movement. Conversely, if the object captured their
curiosity, they frequently revisited the area, touching it repetitively
and listening intently to the audio feedback, with their fingers
moving at a more deliberate pace. We also noticed that users moved
their finger following a circular (Figure 7a) or zigzag pattern (Figure
7b) when exploring. The 4 responses from our survey aligned with
our observation. Two users said they usually slow downwhen using
touch exploration when finding objects of their interests. Two users
said they would slow down when finding audio output unexpected
or wrong. One user said that they just generally slow down when
listening to the application’s audio description. In another question
of how they touch and move their fingers, 2 users said they move
fingers in a zigzag way, and 1 user in a circular way, to explore
objects in images. For each touch exploration, we picked out their
fingers’ starting position. These positions were normalized within
the range [0,1], and a heatmap (Figure 8) was generated to visualize
the distribution of all starting points. Notably, a concentration of
starting points was observed in the central region of the image. This
observation may indicate a user tendency to start exploration from
the middle region, likely because they anticipate that the primary
object depicted in the image is located in the center.

5.2.2 Users’ Responses to Inaccurate Captions. 431 explorations had
no inaccuracies in the captions, and 38.7% of them were explored
with touch. In contrast, among the 147 explorations with inaccurate
captions, 44.9% were explored with touch. However, 44.9% is still
not very high, so we cannot claim that inaccurate captions prompt
users to use touch exploration more. A possible reason why users
still stick to text exploration when seeing skeptical captions is that
the current system also provides detailed information on the text
summary page, providing users enough details from the text mode
alone. Another common reactions we noticed from the dataset
is that when users received an inaccurate caption from the app,
they would retake another photo to try whether the caption could
improve, and a lot of the times the retaken images had higher
quality in terms of camera aiming angles and position of targets,
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Figure 5: The Taxonomy of Image Categories. Each category is presented with a representative image sampled from the 487
images.

like the two images in Figure 9. The user first took image 9a, whose
captions are “cup, home appliance, a black and white bag, the top
of the fire hydrant.” The user looked at the text summary page only.
They then took image 9b, which had captions “toilet, bottle, boxed
packaged goods, table, the box is white, the counter is white, the
wall is white, the water is silver, a white cord, a white toilet paper,
the bag is white, a black wheel, the white cord.” The user used touch
exploration this time. Even though the second round of captions
still had errors, it provided more information because image 9b
had better camera aiming and target positioning. This might show
that users suspected the inaccurate captions and did something to
resolve it.

5.2.3 Object Discovery Rate. Another problem with touch inter-
faces is a higher cognitive load for users to navigate and effectively
find all detected objects in the image [25, 29]. To examine whether
incorporating a text-based summary page could alleviate this prob-
lem, we quantified the discovery rate of first-layer objects using
the following formula:

Discovery Rate (First-layer) =
#1st-layer Objects Discovered
#1st-layer Touchable Objects

We also calculated a more general discovery rate using:

Discovery Rate (General) =
#All Object Discovered
#All Touchable Objects

We looked at the 233 explorations where users used the touch
interface. For first layer objects, the mean discovery rate is 39.1%
with a standard deviation of 46.7%. Median rate is 0.0% and the
third quantile is 100%. For the general object discovery rate, mean
is 30.3% with standard deviation of 37.4%. Median is 0.0%, and the
third quantile is 62.5%. The lower discovery rate on the general
side is probably due to higher difficulty in finding all second layer
objects, which are unavoidably smaller. If users missed some objects
in the first layer, they would also miss its corresponding second
layer details.

5.3 Why some users retain app usage while
others do not?

Lastly, to understand user retention, we compared the activity logs
of first-time-dropout users and active users. We define first-time-
dropout users as individuals who only explored a single image
and refrained from further app usage. Active users are users who
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Figure 6: Time users spent on touch exploration. 86.7% users
spent less than 150 seconds exploring an image.

Figure 7: Two images uploaded by users, overlaid by their fin-
ger moving trajectories. Points are where they stopped, and
lines show the trajectories. There is some circular movement
in the background area in (a), and zigzag patterns in (b).

explored more than 4 times in our app. There are 37 first-time-
dropout users and 28 active users.

5.3.1 Quality of Labels. Looking at the accuracy of image labels,
a slightly higher proportion (37.8%) of images uploaded by first-
time-dropout users contained inaccuracies in the generated labels.
This percentage was slightly lower for active users, at 28.4%. This
might suggest that the accuracy of initial labels could play a role in
influencing a user’s decision to continue using the app. A deeper
examination into the inaccuracy rates across different layers of
information reveals more granular insights. While the inaccuracy
rate for the primary layer of information was marginally higher for
first-time-dropout users at 18.9% compared to active users at 15.1%,
a larger difference was observed in the second layer of information.
First-time-dropout users experienced a higher inaccuracy rate of
35.5%, compared to the rate of 22% for active users. This might
indicate that inaccuracies in detailed, secondary information could
be especially discouraging for new users. This observation makes

sense because one of the features of ImageExplorer that differenti-
ates it from other similar apps is its ability to provide multi-layer
information.

5.3.2 Categories of Images Uploaded. The second most common
category for first-time-dropout users was Document at 21.6%. The
third place was occupied by the Unclear category at 16.2%. Both of
these categories have a propensity for generating inaccurate cap-
tions, potentially contributing to worse user retention. On the other
hand, active users predominantly uploaded images with the theme
of Object and Person, constituting 49.3% of their uploads. These
categories have been observed to have the highest rate of accu-
rate caption generation. The Unclear category was less prevalent
among active users, ranking third at only 13%, less than its propor-
tion among first-time-dropout users. Other themes like Setting
and Document accounted for 14.2% and 9.8% respectively for active
users.

5.3.3 The Ability to Find Objects in Touch Mode. We calculated the
discovery rate using the same way as in 5.2.3 for the two groups.
For first-time-dropout users, the mean discovery rate for first-layer
objects is 36.4%; for general-discovery rate, mean is 27.8%. For active
users, first-layer discovery rate has mean = 45.1% and median =
8.3%. General discovery rate has mean 35.2% and median 21.5%.
There is an obvious difference between the rates of the two groups
(Figure 10).

5.4 Unique Use Cases
We also share 3 interesting use cases we discovered in our survey
responses. One user stated her motivation for using ImageExplorer
was to commemorate her husband who passed away; she explored
the photos of them to get as much information as possible. Even
though she “got so much detail from exploring with app, more than
using any other app” that she have used, she still hoped to get more
details regarding their facial expressions and postures, like how her

Figure 8: Heatmap of users’ finger movement starting point,
normalized to x= 1.0 and y=1.0 from different dimensions of
user-uploaded images.
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Figure 9: The user first took image (a) then (b). (a) generated
captions with errors. (b) has better camera aiming and target
positioning.

Figure 10: Boxplot comparison of object discovery rate be-
tween first time dropouts and active users.

husband was holding her with an arm. Two other users reported
that their motivation to use touch exploration were to ensure they
took good pictures and had the target objects in the middle of the
image. One example was when one wanted to sell some of their
used belongings. They said that “if I’m taking a photo of something
to sell or give away, it would be nice knowing if it is more or less
centred.” Another was an author who wanted to take good pictures
for their book. “This is extremely handy for re-taking pictures of the
scene – especially when I don’t have the subject centered or elsewhere
within the photo, or I’ve neglected to include something on the border.”

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
From the above results, we have observed multi-faceted interaction
patterns in BVI people who consumed images in the wild. In this
section, we discuss our lessons learned in the deployment and the
implications of the results for future research on designing image
captions and access tools.

Figure 11: Two images uploaded by users that had inaccurate
captions. (a) is a Doreamon, but the system detected it as a
teddy bear. For (b), the building should be the focus, but the
system only detected the people in front of it.

6.1 Implications for Designing
Image-to-Caption Systems for End Users

With our analysis, we have pinpointed several critical challenges
inherent to contemporary computer vision models, especially when
deployed in real-world contexts:

(1) Increasing Variability in Dataset Composition: As we
deployed ImageExplorer in a worldwide scale, certain cat-
egories of objects, especially those imbued with cultural
differences, are susceptible to misidentification. For instance,
a Doraemon doll was mistakenly detected as a teddy bear
(Figure 11a), or pictures of culturally significant deities are
often provided with inadequate descriptions (Figure 7b). Fu-
ture work could explore how to provide richer datasets to
accommodate different cultures to create adaptive image
captions for different people.

(2) Identifying the Focus: We found that Setting images
are naturally complex because of their rich elements. For
example, a photo of a tourist spot might focus on people
in the foreground rather than important landmarks such
as monuments, buildings, etc (Figure 11b). These images
may also suffer from the narrow field of view of the camera
and the shooting perspectives, making it hard for models to
fully capture and recognize the scene. Furthermore, when
multiple objects are present, the model may fail to discern
each object’s individual identity or significance. Prior work
by Stangl et al. [33] had identified that the context to access
images is pertinent to the needs when consuming image
captions. Thus, it is important to incorporate users’ context
and needs into the models.

6.2 Understanding Users’ Context for
Personalized Image Captions

We define users’ context to be composed of the users’ personal
background, the story behind the image they uploaded, and their
intention of exploring the image. We see an association between
users’ context, the exploration modalities they chose, and their
desired image captions.
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From results in section 5.1.1, we see a stronger preference to use
touch-based method to explore Document type of images. This may
be explained by the findings by Herskovitz et al. [19] regarding
BVI people’s challenges in existing applications: these tools read
extensive amounts of text at one time and do not allow users to pause
or only listen to the information they need. Therefore, users might
lean towards touch exploration when navigating images containing
text-based documents depending on their own needs.

When users use touch exploration, and pause or slow down in
the process, based on the survey result, it could signal that they are
interested in that region, or they deem the caption incorrect. In re-
sponse to either intention, the system could run another prediction
with a different model. This way, we could give the user different
information to understand the content or help them identify the
wrong captions by comparing different models’ output [25]. Thus,
by analyzing users’ touch behavior, it is promising to provide in-situ
and adaptive captions for end users.

Additionally, from the stories shared by users in section 5.4, we
can see that behind each image, there is a unique story, and it is
necessary to generate unique and personalized captions for individ-
ual users, similar to the findings in Stangl et al. [32] that the context
of accessing images affects users’ needs for image captions. Future
HCI work could explore ways to provide personalized or poten-
tially generate captions on the fly according to users’ background,
context, and usage behaviors on the app.

6.3 Conversational Image Exploration
In the scope of our study, we primarily focused on text-based and
touch-based modalities. However, additional interactive modalities
could also be helpful for BVI users when accessing images. One
possible modality is conversational interfaces. Several applications
have incorporated Large Language Models to facilitate the under-
standing of images. For instance, Be My Eyes has introduced Be
My AI, a virtual assistant powered by GPT-4 [11, 30] which enables
users to send images to the agent and receive content descriptions
via dialogues. Such conversational interfaces allow users to delve
deeper into specific information gradually; and the AI could provide
more specific captions tailored to user’s needs by incorporating
their previous conversation context. This modality could augment
touch and lower the cognitive load for BVI users via natural lan-
guage. For instance, when hovering over the object of interest, the
user can ask questions in situ to get more details, or they can ask
the system to provide hints to help them find objects of interest,
which could address the problem that users have a hard time in
observing all provided information in touch-based exploration [25].

6.4 Limitation and Future Work
A limitation of our present study is the scale of the data collected.
A larger, richer dataset could potentially allow for more robust and
definitive conclusions. Additionally, all findings are presented in
terms of percentages, and we acknowledge that without statistical
tests to determine significance, these results should be interpreted
with caution. The absence of statistical significance testing limits
our ability to draw firm conclusions about the generalizability of
these findings to the broader population. Future research could

address this limitation with a larger user size and employing sta-
tistical methods to validate the observed trends. Finally, while we
attempt to interpret the results derived from the qualitative data
by deducing users’ motivations, it is imperative to note that we
lack a comprehensive understanding of users’ underlying inten-
tions and do not possess a definitive ground truth. “Active users”
who used the app more than four times may contribute to a large
portion of dataset and cause bias in our deduction of user behav-
ior. It is also possible that fully blind users and low-vision users
have different needs that cannot be captured by our analysis, due
to the fact that we do not have full demographic data. Besides
continuing to collect data, in the future, we plan to conduct other
analyses and collect other types of qualitative data. It is helpful
to gain an in-depth understanding of users’ demographics, their
motivations, the context in which images are sourced, and images’
subsequent destinations. Comprehending the entire user journey,
combined with users’ exploration patterns, could offer insights into
their desired information, aiding in the understanding of image
caption consumption in the wild. A method to achieve this richer
understanding would be to conduct diary studies and follow-up
interviews with active users and ask about their use cases. Their
direct feedback could provide valuable perspectives on the system’s
utility and areas of improvement.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reported how BVI people interacted with the
iOS app ImageExplorer, an application that helps BVI people ac-
cess image content via both text-based captions and multi-layer
touch-based interfaces. By analyzing user-uploaded images and
their usage logs across twelve months, we learned the factors in-
fluencing their preferences over text and touch modalities, image
categories they were interested in accessing, their interactions with
wrong captions, and factors influencing user retention.We hope our
findings can provide insights for future AI research and assistive
tool design.
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